Data Plots for the Most Affected Countries from Infection Trajectory Curves by PADRAK 4.17.20

For the countries listed with most cases on the Infection Trajectory website at https://www.visualcapitalist.com/infection-trajectory-flattening-the-covid19-curve/

Data plotted taken from the Avi Schiffman Website at https://ncov2019.live/

For today’s date -
In order of the MOST to the least New Cases of Coronavirus per Day!

USA New Cases per Day Today = 31,551

Spain New Cases per Day Today = 4,289

Turkey New Cases per Day Today = 4,801
Italy New Cases per Day Today = 3,786

Germany New Cases per Day Today = 2,945

France New Cases per Day Today = 17,164

Iran New Cases per Day Today = 1,606